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Clive Cussler returns with a new novel in his New York Times bestselling Oregon Files, as Captain

Juan Cabrillo and the motley crew of his high-tech spy ship take on their most extraordinary?and

lethal?mission yet.From the Paperback edition.
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Before I begin my review, I want to rant a bit here: When are the publishers (and Clive) going to give

Jack DuBrul credit for the MAJORITY of the work done on these novels? (same goes for Paul

Kemprecos on the NUMA Files books) Sure, Clive may come up with the storylines, but the writing

is PURE DuBrul. He is the single reason why the Oregon Files novels have been resurrected from

certain death after Craig Dirgo virtually put the 1st two books on life-support. Let's give credit where

it is so very deserved to be: squarely on Jack's shoulders.Okay, enough of the soap box...how is the

book, you ask? Even better than Skeleton Coast, which was better than Dark Watch, which was

INFINITELY better than Sacred Stone, the last book co-authored by Dirgo (thanks again Clive for

making the choice to dump Dirgo for DuBrul). This one really takes Clive's patented storytelling to

heart. The opening of the book from deep within World War II and the discovery of something rather



surprising, to the opening of the story where Juan Cabrillo and his intrepid group of Do Good

mercenaries attempt to hijack some Russian designed super-torpedoes in the heart of Iran and the

eventual discovery of an apparently abandoned cruise ship on the high seas just ripe to claim as

their own after exercising international law. Only this ship, as you can tell from the cover of the book

is in for a bit of a shock--literally.We learn the cruise ship was chartered by a group called

Responsivists, a VERY similar-to-Scientology religion that exhorts that we are breeding ourselves to

death and encourages people to sterilize themselves in order to get a handle on world

over-population...they even have a group of doctors that'll do it just as soon as you make the

choice. Rather extreme don't you think?

The Corporation is a mercenary private enterprise for hire by any government agency that can

afford its fees. Juan Cabrillo, the Chairman, runs his black ops from a ship called "The Oregon".

Disguised as an overused, out of date, non-descript mercantile vessel that's destined for the scrap

yard, the Oregon is actually a state of the art war vessel packed with high-tech intelligence

gathering equipment, powerful weaponry and a fully muscled set of magnetohydrodynamic engines

that, pushed to flank speed, will give virtually any ship on the high seas a run for its money. If you've

read any Clive Cussler novels at all, it won't be a surprise to hear that Cabrillo is right over the top -

an entirely unbelievable lead character (think Mr Phelps from Mission Impossible on steroids)

leading an equally unbelievable crew with uncanny intelligence and virtually superhuman strength

and endurance. The missions they accept in Cussler's Oregon Files series are typically of the "save

the world from domination by a nefarious lunatic" variety.When I reviewed "Golden Buddha", the first

in the Oregon Files series, I gave it a grudging single star and swore that I would likely never read

another Cussler novel again. Frankly, it was just awful! I abstained for two years but, perhaps it was

my past fondness for Cussler's earliest novels that made me relent and pick up "Plague Ship" for

another try at Cussler's work.OK, OK ... nice job, Mr Cussler! I thoroughly enjoyed it!This time out,

Cabrillo and his team of merry men (and women) are pitted against a cult-like organization called

The Responsivists who believe in stern birth control measures and a rigid, disciplined reduction in

the world birth rate.
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